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Topics
✤

Street Photography - what is it

✤

Key Points

✤

What does the law say

✤

Examples of Street Photography and discussion

Street Photography - What is it?

✤

Pointing a camera at a stranger

✤

The subject being unaware & without their permission

✤

And invading this person’s personal space

✤

This is what it means to take a candid street shot

Key Points
✤

First of all do not worry about the type of camera you
have

✤

Blend into the surroundings
i.e. if a tourist spot, dress like a tourist

✤

Visit a crowded tourist spot where everyone has a
camera BUT keep your eye out for interesting subjects

✤

If photographing individuals in a crowd, don’t remove
the camera from your eye after you take the shot but
keep scanning the crowd with it

Key Points
✤

Only shoot from the hip as a last resort

✤

Mid-range aperture f8 to f11

✤

Depth of field considerations i.e. hyperfocal distance using say f8,
30-35 mm, focus at 10 feet and everything being in the hyperfocal
distance from approx 6-15 feet

✤

Change from the matrix of focal points to one focal point - then you
decide

✤

Consider using manual

Key Points
✤

Take a friend and use as a decoy

✤

Shutter speed. For hand held a very general rule shutter speed should equal the
focal length of the lens. For example, with a 300mm lens your shutter speed
should be a minimum of 1/320th of a second

✤

Consider the effect you want to create, e.g. pin sharp vers motion blur

✤

Pre-prepare your camera, for example setting shutter priority and focus on an
innocuous subject

✤

ISO set between 200-400

✤

Turn off any beeping noises the camera makes

Key Points
✤

Fairly wide angle between 24-50mm - gets you closer to the action

✤

Don’t touch the zoom - get in closer

✤

Shoot in RAW

✤

Take lots of images

✤

Look for light and shadows

✤

Look at the background and the foreground of the shot

Street Photography Tips
✤

Plan a street photography route

✤

When not to take photographs on the street
For example - fights, drug deals etc

✤

Street photography and the law

✤

What to do when confronted - smile!

✤

Do I need permission to photograph people on the street
Interacting, getting permission - is this street photography - candid shots?

✤

How to avoid being spotted when shooting street scenes
Blend in, be quick, have the camera set

What does the law say?
✤ Members

of the public and the media do not need a permit to film or
photograph in public places and police have no power to stop them
filming or photographing incidents or police personnel

✤ Officers

do not have the power to delete digital images or destroy film at
any point during a search. Deletion or destruction may only take place
following seizure if there is a lawful power (such as a court order) that
permits such deletion or destruction

✤ There

has to be reasonable suspicion that the photographs were being
taken in order to provide practical assistance to a person committing or
preparing an act of terrorism

✤ Model

releases

✤ Freedom

of Panorama - in the UK and many other countries. The position
is different in France and Belgium and a number of other countries

Other aspects of “permission”
✤

For example -

✤

Professional photography is banned in Trafalgar Square, Parliament
Street and Royal Parks

✤

Flash Photography and use of tripods banned on stations and tube.
Taking hand held images for personal use permitted

✤

Taking images of children - there is no law against doing this but
expect to attract potentially unwelcome attention

Examples of Street Photography
For Discussion ……………

Suggested locations
✤

Camden Town

✤

Shoreditch

✤

Spitalfields

✤

Brick Lane

✤

Thames Embankment/South Bank

✤

Sat at a table outside having a beer/coffee observing the world
around you and many other places ……………

Street Photography
Be aware of your environment and surroundings
Common sense
Good manners
Social skills
all go a long way in making for an enjoyable day out with the camera
Good Luck and have fun

Appendices

What does the law say?
MPS Photographic Advice
Source http://content.met.police.uk/Site/photographyadvice - extracted 16th August 2016

We encourage officers and the public to be vigilant against terrorism but recognise the importance not only of protecting the public from terrorism but
also promoting the freedom of the public and the media to take and publish photographs.
Guidance around the issue has been made clear to officers and PCSOs through briefings and internal communications. The following advice is available
to all officers and provides a summary of the Metropolitan Police Service’s guidance around photography in public places.
Members of the public and the media do not need a permit to film or photograph in public places and police have no power to stop them filming or
photographing incidents or police personnel.
Photography and Section 44 of the Terrorism Act 2000 - The power to stop and search someone under Section 44 of the Terrorism Act 2000 no longer
exists.
Police officers continue to have the power to stop and search anyone who they reasonably suspect to be a terrorist under Section 43 of the Terrorism Act.
Photography and Section 43 of the Terrorism Act 2000 - Officers have the power to stop and search a person who they reasonably suspect to be a terrorist.
The purpose of the stop and search is to discover whether that person has in their possession anything which may constitute evidence that they are a
terrorist.
Officers have the power to view digital images contained in mobile telephones or cameras carried by a person searched under S43 of the Terrorism Act
2000 to discover whether the images constitute evidence that the person is involved in terrorism. Officers also have the power to seize and retain any
article found during the search which the officer reasonably suspects may constitute evidence that the person is a terrorist. This includes any mobile
telephone or camera containing such evidence.
Officers do not have the power to delete digital images or destroy film at any point during a search. Deletion or destruction may only take place following
seizure if there is a lawful power (such as a court order) that permits such deletion or destruction.

MPS Photographic Advice
Terrorism Act 2000 covers the offence of eliciting, publishing or communicating
information about members of the armed forces, intelligence services or police where the
information is, by its very nature, designed to provide practical assistance to a person
committing or preparing an act of terrorism.
Any officer making an arrest for an offence under Section 58A must be able to
demonstrate a reasonable suspicion that the information was, by its very nature, designed
to provide practical assistance to a person committing or preparing an act of terrorism
It would ordinarily be unlawful to use section 58A to arrest people photographing police
officers in the course of normal policing activities, including protests because there would
not normally be grounds for suspecting that the photographs were being taken to provide
assistance to a terrorist. An arrest would only be lawful if an arresting officer had a
reasonable suspicion that the photographs were being taken in order to provide practical
assistance to a person committing or preparing an act of terrorism.

MPS Photography Advice

There is nothing preventing officers asking questions of an
individual who appears to be taking photographs of someone
who is or has been a member of Her Majesty’s Forces ),
Intelligence Services or a constable so long as this is being done
for a lawful purpose and is not being done in a way that
prevents, dissuades or inhibits the individual from doing
something which is not unlawful.

Do street photographers need to get a signed model-release form? Here’s some handy legal guidance
Chris Cheesman August 28, 2015

Amateur Photographer (AP) is often asked about the legal rights of street photographers when it comes to
publication of images. Photo rights lawyer Charles Swan gives some general guidance on street photography and
model-release forms.

He wrote: ‘I read with great interest your article on street photographer Jianwei Yang [AP 22 August].
‘This is not a genre I’ve tried as yet. However, it got me thinking about certain issues that crop up with my own
work – taking pictures of people and property. For my own clients I require model and property releases to be
signed by them in order to publish them.
He added: ‘However, how does this work with street photography and taking photographs of strangers?
‘What is the legal standing in this respect in terms of making money from these photographs or displaying them?’
So, should street photographers ensure their subjects have signed a model-release form before their photo is
published, to avoid being sued?
AP turned to photo rights lawyer Charles Swan for some guidance.
‘There is no definitive answer,’ says Swan. ‘The simple answer is it depends on the context in which the photograph
is being published.’

Swan stresses that photographers should always seek their own legal advice on their specific circumstances.
He adds: ‘As a general principle, publication for commercial purposes (for example, in advertising and other marketing communications)
will generally require the permission of the subject, whereas publication for artistic or editorial purposes (for example, in news media) will
often not require permission.
‘However, book publishers will often require a model release anyway, to protect them from possible claims.
‘Exhibiting prints of street photographs containing people, or displaying photographs online on sites such as Facebook or Flickr, for artistic
purposes, would not generally require permission in the UK, although there could be issues under the Data Protection Act.
‘If you put street photographs including people on Flickr, for example, it is safer not to attach Creative Commons licenses.’
There are several types of Creative Commons license. Creative Commons Attribution, for example, lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and
build upon your work, even commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation.
Swan continues: ‘Common sense should be exercised. Sometimes it may be obvious that a person in the street might object to the
publication of their image and in such cases it is advisable not to publish.
‘It is also often advisable to back down gracefully when faced with a complaint by an aggrieved subject rather than insist on what may be
your legal rights. Unless of course you fancy a day in court!
‘Wherever possible, it is advisable to try to get signed model releases.
What about buildings?
‘The position with buildings varies from country to country. “Freedom of panorama” applies in the UK and many other countries, so you
don’t infringe the copyright in a building by photographing it. In other countries, such as Belgium and France, the position is different.
‘Your readers should seek specific legal advice. The above is very general guidance only and should not be relied upon. It is also important
to note that privacy laws vary from country to country.’

Read more at http://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/latest/photo-news/street-photographersguidance-60009#L8wdStwdVxeWc8Wm.99

